The Holocaust: A Bibliography


Based on a conference sponsored by the Center for Applied Christian Ethics (CACE) held Mar. 15-17, 2000 at Wheaton College.
Contents

Searching for God in godforsaken times and places: reflections on the Holocaust, racism, and death / Hubert G. Locke.

Racializing Jesus: race, ideology, and the formation of modern biblical scholarship / Shawn Kelley.
Contents: Racialized discourse: modernity, race, and reason -- The Hegelian synthesis: early modernity, race, and culture -- Jesus and the myth of the West: Tübingen and the construction of early Christianity -- Aesthetic fascism: Heidegger, National Socialism, and the Jews -- In the shadow of Heidegger: Bultmann, race, and the quest for Christian origins -- Portrait of the artist as a young Messiah: Jesus comes to America.


American Academy of Religion cultural criticism series; [no. 7].

SUNY series in theology and continental thought.
Contents: Types of approaches to Holocaust suffering: practical responses as alternatives to theodicy -- Existential encounter with evil: Gabriel Marcel's response to suffering as a trial -- Dialogical faith: Martin Buber's I-thou response to suffering and its meaning -- Marxist theory and practice: scientific and humanist Marxism -- Faith as hope in history: Ernst Bloch and political post-Holocaust theology -- Solidarity and resistance: Johann Baptist Metz's theodicy-sensitive response to suffering -- Pragmatics, existential and political: comparison, contrast, and complementarity -- Beyond theodicy: evaluating theodicy from a practical perspective.


"Beth Shalom Holocaust Memorial Centre, Yad Vashem International School for Holocaust Studies"--T.p. Includes a Videography and a list of On-line resources.

www.israelinprophecy.org
Strange fire: reading the Bible after the Holocaust / edited by Tod Linafelt.

Contributions to the study of religion; no. 55. Christianity and the Holocaust-core issues.

O, Jerusalem! The contested future of the Jewish covenant / Marc H. Ellis.
Discusses the influence of the Jewish Holocaust on the status of Israel as a nation and Jerusalem as its capital.


The banality of good and evil: moral lessons from the Shoah and Jewish tradition / David R. Blumenthal; foreword by James W. Fowler.
Moral Traditions & Moral Arguments Series.

(God) after Auschwitz: tradition and change in post-Holocaust Jewish thought / Zachary Braiterman.

Christologie nach Auschwitz: Stellungnahmen im Anschluss an Thesen von Tiemo Rainer Peters / Jürgen Manemann, Johann Baptist Metz (Hrsg.)
God's presence in history: Jewish affirmations and philosophical reflections / Emil L. Fackenheim.

Based on the author's thesis--Claremont Graduate School.


To Mend the World: Foundations of Post-Holocaust Jewish Thought

Jewish-Christian encounters over the centuries: symbiosis, prejudice, Holocaust, dialogue / edited by Marvin Perry, Frederick M. Schweitzer.

Originally presented as the author's thesis (doctoral)--Emory University.
American Academy of Religion collection series; no. 77.
Summary: Discusses Barth, Karl, Moltmann, Jürgen and Van Buren, Matthews’ views on the Holocaust and its place as well as the place of Israel in Christian theology after the Holocaust.

Series title : Studies in German thought and history; v. 7.
Summary: Examines Walter Bloem’s political and social views and his anti-Semitic views as displayed in his work Brüderlichkeit in 20th century Germany, as well as the portrayal of Judaism and Jews in German literature.

The Holocaust as interruption / edited by Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza and David Tracy; English language editor, Marcus Lefèbvre.


Theological perspectives on the holocaust / by Barry R. Leventhal.
Thesis (Th.D.)--Dallas Theological Seminary, 1982. 376 leaves

Essays read at a symposium sponsored by the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, in Cincinnati.